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Compound Direct Objects
A compound direct object occurs when more than one noun, pronoun,
or a group of words acting as a noun receives the action of a verb.
Example: Liam ate cereal and oatmeal for breakfast.
cereal and oatmeal

Find the compound direct object in each sentence and write it in the space
provided.
1)

Melissa has baked cakes and cookies.

2)

Mom is visiting London and Paris.

3)
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The weathermen had predicted the rain and the storm.
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6)

Daddy gave Gloria a picture book, a pack of crayons and some colored paper sheets.

7)

I ordered chocolate chip cookies and some vanilla ice cream.

8)

I donated my old books and clothes.
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Answer key

Name :

Compound Direct Objects
A compound direct object occurs when more than one noun, pronoun,
or a group of words acting as a noun receives the action of a verb.
Example: Liam ate cereal and oatmeal for breakfast.
cereal and oatmeal

Find the compound direct object in each sentence and write it in the space
provided.
1)

Melissa has baked cakes and cookies.
cakes and cookies

2)

PREVIEW

Mom is visiting London and Paris.
London and Paris

3)

Gain complete access to the largest
collection
of worksheets in all subjects!
Alice met her relatives
and friends.
her relatives and friends
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The weathermen had predicted the rain and the storm.
the rain and the storm

6)
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Daddy gave Gloria a picture book, a pack of crayons and some colored paper sheets.
a picture book, a pack of crayons and some colored paper sheets

7)

I ordered chocolate chip cookies and some vanilla ice cream.
chocolate chip cookies and some vanilla ice cream

8)

I donated my old books and clothes.
my old books and clothes.
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